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Big Data Statistics at Yahoo!
 500 Peta Bytes of Data
 50 Tera Bytes of Data added everyday
 700 Million Users
 Created Hadoop to help deal with Big Data and open sourced it
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Web Analytics – 7 days traffic
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Time Spent - Breakdown
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Reduce risk

Overview
Test the *effect of product changes on 
a sample set of users by before 
launching to the entire population

Measure *reach, engagement and 
monetization metricson different 
versions of the product pages

Why Experiment?
Quantify user reaction Test on smaller scale

Reduce risk

Statistical dataForecast impact of product changes
Set realistic referral expectationsTest on smaller scale

Statistical data

Forecast impact of product changes

Set realistic expectations

Forecast impact of product changes

Quantify user reaction

Statistical data

Test on smaller scale

Data substantiated decisions



Workflow: Media Business Case

The new layout is more engaging than the 
existing design…

The media team desires to test the effect on user engagement for 
different layouts of a webpage before rolling it out to the entire 
audience…

HYPOTHESIS



Workflow: Setup, Targeting & Reporting

SETUP
The Editor sets up an experiment using the Experiment Management System (EXP)



Creating a new Experiment
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Workflow: Setup, Targeting & Reporting

SETUP
The Editor assigns the experiment from the Publisher Desktop (PD2)



Workflow: Setup, Targeting & Reporting

TARGETING
The Traffic Splitter then creates control and test group from all visitors of the page

Traffic
Splitter

All visitors

Control Group

Test Group

Not being tested



Workflow: Setup, Targeting & Reporting

REPORTING
Microstrategy Reports with detailed findings from the test are made available to the Media team



Results Summary
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Time Spent – control Vs Test
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Success Stories : Wider Today Module Headline Image

Control Bucket Test Bucket

Front page team desires to test the effect on user engagement on the Today module content, as a 
result of widening the headline image

Control group has a narrow headline image and the test group has a wider headline image 

=
The CTR of the Today 
module increased as 
a result of widening 
the headline image 



Success Stories: Wider Search Box

Control Bucket

Test Bucket

Front page wants to test the effect on user engagement on Search link as a 
result of widening the search box. 

Control group has a regular search box the test group has a wider version of search box 

=

A wider and 
pronounced search 
box led to an 
increase in the 
CTR of the 
search link.
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